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Name of the Tool

Tour travel world.com

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.tourtravelworld.com/

Subject

Travel guides

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Weblink .In Pvt. Ltd.

Brief History

TourTravelWorld.com is world's largest travel portal since 2004.

Scope and Coverage

This site is providing inspirational World travel Guide, Tour Packages, Hotel deals,
Travel agents (hotel booking agents, airlines booking agents, tour operators etc) tips,
articles and advice and much more. Wide coverage of all the major tourist spots and
specific information on each of them has been the chief attraction of this portal. Each
and every tourist destination is treated with the most apt description which attracts
the tourists from across the world and impels them to visit the place. The tourists
have the unique facility to fill up their requirements along with their personal details,

particulars about the place they want to visit and more.

Kind of Information

Each entry contains description of places to travel, things to do, history of states,
culture and religion, art and crafts currency, area, capital, population, language, best
time to visit, calling code etc with photographs of different places. Tour packages
with agents are listed.

Special Features





Arrangement Pattern

Recommendation of travel attraction is listed.
Any travel agent can register freely with this site.
One can quote his/her requirement for tour through this site.
Client’s testimonials are attached with this site.

The travel attraction is classified into a number of categories based on the location
of the tourist spot and the purpose of tourist such as adventure, pilgrimage, etc.
Under the heading Destination, Countries are arranged under continents and tourist
places are arranged under each countries. Hotels directory are arranged
alphabetically by the name of country.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This portal is the home of the most trusted travel agents and the finest travel
packages across the globe. The user friendly structure of this portal that makes it
famous worldwide. Today, TourTravelWorld.com is known as an indispensable
entity in online travel industry only because it values the needs of its associates and
provides them with the most effective solutions they are seeking for their
multifarious travel requirements. The travel agents, through this portal, have found a
reliable platform by means of which they can make their presence felt in the global
front. It is also helpful for travelers to find out the tourist place and reliable travel
agents.
 Fodor’s Travel ( http://www.fodors.com)
 Lonely Planet (http://www.lonelyplanet.in/)
 Let’s Go ( http://www.letsgo.com/)
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